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FRANCIS E.  LOW

October 27, 1921–February 16, 2007

By  david Kaiser and marc a .  K astner

franCis e. low, a member of the national aCademy of sCienCes 
since 1967, died on february 16, 2007, in Haverford, 

Pennsylvania. His career exemplified the maturing of theo-
retical physics in the United states during the years after 
world war ii. low also experienced some of the new roles 
for physicists, from organized political engagement and 
consulting on national security issues to high-level university 
administration. one of low’s landmark articles helped to lay 
the groundwork for the renormalization-group approach in 
quantum field theory, a seminal technique in condensed-
matter and particle physics. He also contributed influential 
approximation techniques for treating particle scattering.

early years

low was an only child, who lived near washington square 
Park in Greenwich village. His mother’s parents were physi-
cians and socialists. in fact, his grandfather helped found 
the socialist Party of america. His mother also became  
a doctor. she made house calls at night in Greenwich village 
until she turned 80, treating patients such as anthropolo-
gist margaret mead. low’s father was an engineer who was 
also a committed socialist and a close friend of his mother’s 
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father. His parents were introduced because of this close 
relationship.

low’s parents’ home in the village was always filled 
with interesting people—friends and patients—who were 
musicians, authors, politicians. eleanor roosevelt was also a 
friend and patient of low’s mother. low’s father died when 
francis was only 21. low’s relationship with his mother was 
very close until her death.

early career

low dreamed of studying physics even before he entered 
college. His interest had been sparked by reading albert 
einstein and leopold infeld’s book, The Evolution of Physics 
(einstein and infeld, 19�8). years later low recalled his 
excitement upon first seeing maxwell’s equations for electro-
magnetism and getting a taste for the beauty and structure of 
field theory.1 Primed by einstein’s book, low entered Harvard 
University as an undergraduate in 19�9. He continued to 
focus on physics, in part because “this stuff was interesting,” 
and in part because it seemed like the easiest course to 
follow. “i was less strong in fields where there was no discern-
able objective criterion for quality. so i would write what  
i thought was an excellent essay, and it would come back with  
a B− or c, whereas, if i was doing physics and i got an answer, if  
i thought it was right, it was generally right.”1 He remembered 
exciting lectures on mathematics from saunders mac lane, 
along with classes on mathematical methods and theoretical 
physics from John van vleck, edwin Kemble, and wendell 
furry.

low had an added incentive to concentrate on physics 
at Harvard. september 19�9 was a difficult time to enter 
college. war had just broken out in europe, and low was 
determined to complete his undergraduate studies as soon 
as possible, to have his degree in hand before wartime 
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mobilization could interfere. following along in physics, 
which he found both interesting and practicable, made the 
most sense. Having gone to high school at the international 
school in Geneva, low had entered Harvard with a french 
baccalaureate degree and a strong francophile inclination. 
from the start he had been an interventionist, arguing with 
fellow classmates that the United states should enter the 
war. He graduated with his physics degree in three years, 
and immediately volunteered for military service.

He volunteered more than once. His first stop was with 
the army air force, until a minor surgical complication 
interfered six months into flight training. (after the war, low 
completed training for a pilot’s license and flew recreation-
ally for many years.) Back home in manhattan he bumped 
into elliott montroll, a physical chemist, who helped recruit 
low to a special wartime project. at the age of 22 low thus 
joined the world’s largest laboratory effort: the top-secret 
manhattan Project tasked to build an atomic bomb.

low joined the gaseous diffusion effort in oak ridge, 
tennessee. Uranium was combined with fluorine to form 
uranium hexafluoride, a nasty, corrosive gas. the fission-
able uranium-2�� atoms formed molecules that were ever 
so slightly lighter than those that included uranium-2�8 
atoms—a mass difference of only 0.8� percent. once brought 
to equilibrium, the molecules in the gas would each have the 
same average kinetic energy; thus the less massive molecules 
(containing uranium-2��) would move with slightly greater 
average speed than the more massive molecules. if the gas 
were to be heated and passed through a porous membrane, 
the faster moving molecules after a short time would be just 
barely more likely to pass through to the other side than 
the more sluggish molecules. after one of these enrichment 
cycles, the concentration of the sought-after uranium-2�� 
would be increased by only a factor of 1.00��, so the process 
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was repeated thousands of times, each time taking the slightly 
enriched portion and passing it through another diffusion 
cycle (rhodes, 1986). low’s job was to help with some of the 
arithmetic calculations behind this enrichment process.

yet with only an undergraduate degree in hand, low 
quickly grew frustrated, thinking that he “didn’t know 
anything, and that i was pretty useless.”1 so he left oak ridge 
and volunteered yet again with the army. sent to camp Upton 
(now the site of Brookhaven national laboratory on long 
island), low was interviewed to find out where in the army 
he might make the best fit. when the recruiter learned that 
low had done some calculations (though low could not 
reveal what the calculations had been for), low was assigned 
to be a “computer” with the tenth mountain division (the 
ski troops). His job involved working with survey teams in 
the field to help aim artillery and maintain maps of their 
own and enemy locations. they were stationed in italy during 
the appenine and Po valley campaigns.1

after the war, with assistance from the Gi Bill, low entered 
graduate school in columbia University’s Physics department. 
like his military service, even this was not quite as straight-
forward as it might appear. after having volunteered for the 
army air force but before being called up, low had been 
admitted to the graduate program at Princeton. Princeton at 
the time was strapped for teaching assistants, so the Physics 
department chair, Henry dewolf smyth, asked low to work 
as a teaching assistant while waiting for the call from the air 
force. low thus worked in Princeton’s Physics department 
after graduating from college, leaving within the year to 
join the service when called. Upon returning from the war, 
he was told he had to reapply for admission to Princeton’s 
graduate program, and then he was turned down.

He chose columbia instead. low began his graduate 
studies at a time when graduate enrollments in physics were 
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doubling faster than any other academic field in the United 
states (Kaiser, 2002). He remembered the new bustle within 
the hallways and classrooms of columbia’s Physics depart-
ment. whereas only two other students had taken wendell 
furry’s course on electromagnetic theory with him at Harvard 
before the war, suddenly the classes at columbia (as else-
where) were overflowing with young physics students.1

life in graduate school proved to be an interesting time, 
both inside and outside the classroom. during his graduate 
studies, low married natalie sadigur, and they settled into an 
apartment together on west 29th street. “the apartment was 
full of life,” low recounted in a brief autobiographical sketch 
in the mid-1960s. “on the floor above us lived a semiprofes-
sional prostitute, who received many interesting phone calls 
on the pay phone, which we answered since it was just outside 
our door. also just above us was a mother with two hysterical 
adolescent daughters.” on one occasion, “we broke up a knife 
fight between them. next to us we had a newlywed couple; 
she was frequently on the phone, talking to her mother, in 
tears because of the dismal environment in which she was 
living.” meanwhile, “below us lived leo dubensky, a violinist 
who was formerly with the Philharmonic. i had a steinway 
upright [piano], which my mother had bought for me, in 
our apartment and dubensky and i played sonatas together 
mornings while his and my [wives] were out supporting us.” 
(music remained important throughout low’s life. colleagues 
remembered his great gift for performing cole Porter songs 
on the piano. He even composed a musical play based on 
mark twain’s book, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.) a few 
months after getting married, low saw i. i. rabi, at the time 
a recent nobel laureate and one of the senior physicists in 
columbia’s department. “what’s new?,” rabi asked. “i’m 
married,” said low. “delusions of economic grandeur,” came 
rabi’s quick reply.2
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rabi became a major influence on low at columbia, as 
did several visiting faculty members. rabi had been busy 
after the war bringing in visitors to help train the suddenly 
large number of graduate students. He focused on bringing 
theoretical physicists in particular since historically theory had 
been less strongly represented in U.s. physics departments 
than experiment. low recalled working with distinguished 
visiting faculty members, such as Hideki yukawa, aage Bohr, 
and walter Heitler. Hans Bethe became especially influential. 
low began his dissertation under Bethe’s supervision.

low worked on a topic near to the hearts of rabi and 
Bethe: the hyperfine structure of deuterium. rabi, together 
with John nafe and edward nelson, had been conducting 
extremely sensitive experiments at columbia since the close 
of the war to measure the energy levels within simple atoms. 
they used surplus electronics equipment from the wartime 
radiation laboratory at mit, where rabi had worked on 
radar along with thousands of other physicists and engineers. 
during the late 19�0s, they used this equipment to probe the 
energy levels of hydrogen atoms to unprecedented accuracy. 
Both the proton and the electron in a hydrogen atom carry 
some intrinsic angular momentum or “spin.” the spin of 
the proton can line up either in parallel with the electron’s 
spin or antiparallel. the energy of the atom will be slightly 
different in the two cases, by just a fraction of a percent, 
precisely the kind of minute difference that rabi and his 
experimentalist colleagues were just beginning to measure 
after the war. the difference in energy levels owing to the 
alignment of the proton’s and electron’s spins became known 
as the “hyperfine structure” of the atom’s energy spectrum. 
theoretical physicists such as Hans Bethe and Gregory 
Breit struggled to calculate the tiny energy difference using 
quantum electrodynamics, physicists’ quantum-mechanical 
description of electromagnetic forces (schweber, 199�).
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the situation became even more complicated in the case 
of deuterium, an isotope of hydrogen with one proton and 
one neutron in its nucleus. since the neutron also carries its 
own intrinsic angular momentum, the hyperfine structure of 
deuterium arose from the coupling between the combined 
spin of the nucleus and the spin of the electron. low investi-
gated whether motions of the proton and neutron within the 
nucleus could account for some of the discrepancies between 
the measured and predicted values of the deuterium hyperfine 
structure. He concluded in the end that the improvements 
in the theoretical value looked promising, but uncertainties 
in both theoretical and experimental parameters remained 
too large to know for certain (19�0).

certainty is rarely required in a dissertation. Having 
finished his thesis, low left columbia in 19�0 to embark on 
postdoctoral work at the prestigious institute for advanced 
study, in Princeton, new Jersey. His path following the Ph.d. 
illustrates some of the rapid changes taking place within 
american physics after the war. Before the war, americans 
who were interested in theoretical physics needed to travel 
to europe for postdoctoral training. only in places like 
cambridge, copenhagen, Göttingen, or Zürich could low’s 
teachers—Kemble, van vleck, rabi, and their generation—
“learn the music, and not just the libretto” of research in 
physics, as rabi famously put it (rigden, 1987). after the 
war, these same physicists endeavored to build up domestic 
training grounds for young physicists. low and his genera-
tion benefited enormously from those efforts (schweber, 
1986).

Princeton and UrBana

one of the key centers for young theorists to complete 
postdoctoral work became the institute for advanced study. 
Physicist J. robert oppenheimer assumed directorship of 
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the institute in 19�7, having achieved worldwide fame for 
his role as scientific director of the manhattan Project’s los 
alamos laboratory. Upon arriving at the wooded, picturesque 
institute, oppenheimer stirred up controversy by increasing 
the number of young theoretical physicists in residence, at 
the expense of other fields. the institute quickly became a 
favored gathering place for young theorists, who circulated 
through what oppenheimer called his “intellectual hotel” 
for two-year postdoctoral stays (Kaiser, 200�a).

low recalled his time at the institute fondly. “it really was 
wonderful. i loved the institute. i loved the institute…it was 
a place where you went and you met your contemporaries, 
you saw where you were and who you were in the hierarchy. 
you were at the place where important things were going 
on.”1 in addition to benefiting from oppenheimer’s example, 
low “met people who were special in my life.” He befriended 
other young theorists, such as t. d. lee, c. n. (“frank”) 
yang, abraham Pais, and murray Gell-mann. there was an 
informal social atmosphere among the postdocs but also 
some self-applied tension. “it was a tense place, and i would 
go into my office every day. the tension was, you couldn’t 
imagine how likely an important advance was. and the fear 
was not being there when dynamite was uncovered or discov-
ered.”1 while at the institute, low began a collaboration with  
Gell-mann that extended well into the 19�0s.

following their postdoctoral visits in oppenheimer’s 
“hotel,” low and Gell-mann both headed for teaching jobs 
in the midwest: Gell-mann to the University of chicago in 
19�1 and low to the University of illinois in Urbana in 19�2. 
while still in close proximity, they completed a paper in 19�� 
on the short-distance behavior of quantum electrodynamics 
(19��). though little appreciated at the time, their paper 
would become a classic and establish the basis for renormal-
ization-group techniques in quantum field theory.
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at the time that Gell-mann and low tackled the problem, 
the rudiments of quantum electrodynamics had been known 
for �0 years. for most of that period, however, the theory 
had suffered from a grave sickness. as soon as physicists tried 
to calculate basic physical processes beyond the simplest, 
bare-bones approximation—such as the probability for 
two electrons to repel each other—the theory produced 
infinities instead of finite answers. during the 19�0s, young 
theorists such as Julian schwinger, richard feynman, and 
freeman dyson (all working in the United states) and  
sin-itiro tomonaga (working independently in Japan) found 
ways to evade the troubling infinities. the idea was to work 
with effective or “renormalized” quantities, rather than 
“bare” masses or charges. no one ever encountered a bare 
electron, all on its own. rather, thanks to the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle, particles would constantly pop into 
and out of existence, borrowing energy from the vacuum 
for brief periods of time. some of these “virtual” particles 
would carry negative electric charge while others carried 
positive charge. Pairs of oppositely charged virtual particles 
would constantly surround any given electron. an observer 
would therefore measure the electron’s charge as shielded 
or screened by the ever present sea of virtual particles. the 
effective charge of the system—electron plus cloud of virtual 
particles—remained finite. the program for systematically 
replacing infinite quantities with these compound, finite 
ones, was dubbed “renormalization” (schweber, 199�).

in their 19�� work Gell-mann and low returned to the 
hard-won terrain of renormalization, examining still more 
closely the structure of the theoretical expressions for quan-
tities such as the electron’s mass and charge. they found 
that the value of these parameters varied with the distance 
scale at which they were being studied. an electron’s charge 
when measured at a certain distance would not be the same 
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as the charge when measured at a much closer distance. in 
particular, they found simple scaling relationships between 
the parameters at various distance scales (19��). decades 
later the paper was recognized as having laid the crucial 
groundwork for the renormalization group and investigations 
into effective field theories, topics and tools that moved to 
the center of both particle theory and condensed-matter 
theory during the 1970s and 1980s (Brown, 199�). indeed, 
Kenneth wilson, in his nobel Prize lecture in 1982, recalled 
that the Gell-mann and low paper provided critical inspi-
ration for his work (wilson, 1982). But that’s not how the 
paper was greeted at the time. low remembers that the 
paper “did not get great approval. one of my close friends, 
whose name i won’t tell you, said, ‘francis, you could really 
be doing something interesting’” by working on more fash-
ionable topics in particle physics, rather than the abstract 
electrodynamics work.1

while at Urbana in the early and mid-19�0s, low also 
struck up an active collaboration and friendship with  
Geoffrey chew, and through chew with marvin (“murph”) 
Goldberger. chew was a young colleague of low’s in illi-
nois, and Goldberger was working at chicago; chew and  
Goldberger had studied together both as graduate students 
and postdocs. their varying styles of theorizing became 
complementary. Goldberger was fond of remarking that 
“the only rigor in theoretical physics is rigor mortis,” as 
he casually broke from formal developments and followed 
what looked to be promising phenomenological routes 
(quoted in schweber, 1989, p. 68�). chew meanwhile had 
mastered techniques for calculating scattering phenomena, 
including various approximation schemes, long before 
they had entered common use. low contributed his strong 
command of quantum field theory and his general style of 
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theorizing, which he later characterized as “minimalist, but 
not dirty.”1

with these varying strengths the midwest collaboration 
of low, chew, Goldberger, and Gell-mann flourished for 
several years (Pickering, 1989). they produced a series of 
papers trying to make sense of the “zoo” of unexpected 
particles then being discovered in the new particle accel-
erators. low worked especially closely with chew. “we were 
very good collaborators,” low recalled. “Geoff had lots 
of ideas and initiative, and i had a more critical view. we 
worked very well together, and we made a good team”.1 
even after low left Urbana for mit in 19�6 and chew left 
Urbana for Berkeley in 19�7, they continued to collaborate 
over summers. the chew-low model for treating nucleon-
meson interactions in the limit that the nucleon remained 
static (19�6) soon led to even more useful results, such as 
the chew-low extrapolation technique (19�9). in this work 
chew and low demonstrated how to extract information on 
interesting yet experimentally inaccessible interactions from 
the data on more humdrum experimental systems. the case 
they analyzed concerned elastic pion-pion scattering, some 
properties of which could be extrapolated from the data 
on inelastic proton-pion interactions, by then increasingly 
routine. many years later the chew-low technique was still 
guiding experimentalists who worked on similar scattering 
problems (Kaiser, 200�a).

Political enGaGements

as he struck up his collaboration with chew in Urbana, 
low’s attention also began to return to politics. chew had 
organized the Urbana chapter of the federation of amer-
ican scientists. low, who had spent many late nights as an 
impassioned undergraduate arguing about foreign policy 
with classmates, joined the Urbana group. the fas lobbied 
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against some of the worst abuses of mccarthyism, which 
were affecting physicists across the country. even before 
the infamous hearing that stripped oppenheimer of his 
security clearance in 19��, younger physicists had routinely 
labored under increasingly intrusive background checks when 
applying for jobs or fellowships. Politicians feared that physi-
cists, as guardians of the “atomic secret,” required special 
scrutiny—even for the majority of physicists who did not 
work on military projects. scores of young physicists found 
frustrating delays or denials when applying for passports for 
themselves, or for visas to host distinguished foreign visitors 
(wang, 1999; Kaiser, 200�b).

Part of chew’s and low’s duties in the Urbana federation 
chapter focused on their neighbors. “one of the things we 
had to do was explain to the illinois campus what the fifth 
amendment meant, and how one should listen to it.”1 they 
organized meetings on campus and hosted speakers. they 
also became a clearinghouse for other scientists’ complaints 
about unfair passport treatment. chew eventually testified 
before the U.s. senate to bring these abuses to wider atten-
tion (chew, 19�6).

while working closely with chew on both scientific and 
political questions, low received an invitation from the 
department of Physics at mit to spend the academic year 
19�6-19�7 in cambridge as a visiting professor. it soon 
became an offer to stay at mit permanently. although he 
considered his new geographical distance from chew to be 
a major loss, low decided to stay at mit.

soon after moving to cambridge, low became involved 
with another kind of political activity. He joined the Jason 
group, organized under the auspices of the institute for 
defense analyses, a private think tank with close ties to the 
military. the Jason group was founded in late 19�9 with 
the help of Goldberger and Kenneth watson, another young 
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theorist who had completed his postdoctoral work at the 
institute for advanced study during the late 19�0s (aaserud, 
199�; finkbeiner, 2006). low recalled how he became 
involved. “Ken watson was very devoted to getting this group 
together, mainly theoretical physicists. and Ken convinced 
me that there were things happening, very dangerous things, 
and that if we didn’t solve some pressing physics problems, 
we, the United states, could be in real danger.”1 the group 
met for summer study sessions, then divvied up problems 
that each member would work on during the intervening 
academic year.

nearly all of these issues were highly classified; low’s 
own clearance level had to be raised. they worked on topics 
such as the purported missile gap, which several politicians 
feared had opened up between american and soviet nuclear 
capabilities. fairly quickly, low became disenchanted with 
the group, years before the vietnam war-era protests brought 
the group into open controversy. Part of the problem, as 
low looked back on it, was that he could not find anything 
useful to work on. “classified experiments are very tough 
to work with,” he explained. “if you want to test a model or 
theory, you need to produce a range of experiments and 
data which will cover the idea. you need to get a long range 
of continuous data,” a point he had learned to appreciate 
from his work on the chew-low extrapolation technique. 
“it’s difficult enough in particle physics. But when you get 
into classified experiments, it’s just awful. with these classi-
fied experiments, you just have a point here, a point there. 
they go out to eniwetok or Bikini”—islands in the south 
Pacific where the United states conducted tests of nuclear 
weapons during the 19�0s—“and they say, ‘there’s a good 
point; here’s another point.’ it militates against effective 
analysis.” in terms of scientific questions, therefore, he quickly 
lost interest. “it got to the point where when i saw a red 
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‘secret’ stamp on a file, a feeling of boredom immediately 
came over me.”1

worse still, most of the problems were political problems, 
low began to realize, and not necessarily scientific or techno-
logical ones. that realization led low to question what role 
he and his physicist colleagues should be playing in the first 
place. “i felt that i really shouldn’t be doing it,” he recalled, 
“because it wasn’t necessary. it was just using up money and 
making me and other people do things that didn’t have to 
be done.”1 low quietly left the group in frustration.

a few years later during the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
he experienced similar frustrations when trying to balance 
scientific and political matters. mit physicist Herman  
feshbach had helped to organize the cambridge, massachu-
setts-based Union of concerned scientists in 1969. soon after 
founding the organization, feshbach stepped down and low 
succeeded him as chair. once again low found scientific or 
technological questions—such as how safe or clean nuclear 
power could be—tangled up with hard-set political positions. 
even worse, low and his colleagues’ advice often received 
a cool reception from officials in washington, d.c. He left 
the group after a short stay.

mit leadersHiP

low took an active role within mit administration begin-
ning in the late 1970s. His first step was to become director 
of mit’s laboratory for nuclear science, a capacity in which 
he served from march 1979 until July 1980. the directorship 
proved to be but a short step into higher administration. 
when Paul Gray became president of mit in 1980, he sought 
a scientist who could serve as provost, following a long line 
of engineers who had held the position. Gray approached 
low, and low accepted the offer. He served as mit’s provost 
from July 1980 until July 198�.
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“in the large, it was very exciting to be at the center of 
this institution, and to see what was happening all around 
you,” low recalled. “in detail, however, it was rather painful. 
People would walk into your office every day with important 
concerns that you usually couldn’t fulfill. money was not as 
easy to come by as it had been before.”1 the generous federal 
funding that had been directed toward science and tech-
nology in the United states since world war ii had slowed 
dramatically over the course of the 1970s, with détente and an 
economic recession. federal spending for scientific research 
rose again during the 1980s (driven largely by national security 
concerns during the reagan administration), but budgets 
still remained tighter than the post-sputnik boom years until 
well after low’s tenure as provost was done (Kevles, 1997).

despite the difficult financial times low did pursue 
two main initiatives. one was an attempt to strengthen the 
humanities program at mit and boost undergraduate enroll-
ments in those areas. “i thought it was very important for 
students to have peers pursuing other kinds of studies. in 
the end, though, i didn’t actually accomplish much on this 
front.”1 the other initiative proved to be more successful: 
the launching of the new whitehead institute for Biomedical 
research, which opened its doors in 1982. the whitehead 
institute was one of the first of its kind: a cutting-edge research 
facility for the life sciences funded primarily by private invest-
ment, which was independent of, but affiliated with, mit 
(durant, 2010). “it wasn’t easy to get the terms acceptable 
to both the whitehead’s attorneys and to mit’s faculty,” 
low recalled. “But eventually we did, and that has proven 
to be very important.”1 new institutions like the whitehead 
helped spur the rapid rise of biotechnology.

other highlights of low’s long career at mit include 
his teaching and interactions with students. among his 
most prominent students include alan Guth, now the victor 
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f. weisskopf Professor of Physics at mit and one of the 
main inventors of inflationary cosmology, a model of the 
early universe infused with ideas from particle theory that 
remains the front-running cosmological theory today. low 
also singled out string theorist william weisberger, now a 
professor at sUny stony Brook; mitchell feigenbaum, one of 
the inventors of chaos theory and presently toyota Professor 
of mathematical Physics at rockefeller University; adrian 
Patrascioiu, an expert on quantum field theory, statistical 
mechanics, and dynamical systems who is now a professor 
at the University of arizona; and susan coppersmith, now a 
professor at the University of wisconsin at madison, where 
she specializes in theoretical condensed-matter physics.1

low retired from mit in 1991, though he remained 
active in teaching for several more years. His wife of �6 years, 
natalie sadigur low, died in 200�, after which low moved 
from the Boston area to a retirement home in Haverford, 
Pennsylvania. low died there on february 16, 2007, of heart 
failure at the age of 8�. He is survived by two daughters 
(margaret low smith and Julie low), one son (Peter low), 
and six grandchildren.

francis low’s career highlights the sea change that physics 
and physicists have undergone during the past half century. 
a member of the first generation of american physicists to 
“grow up” amid the new institutional arrangements forged 
during world war ii, low and his peers embarked on home-
grown training in theoretical physics, capped by domestic 
postdoctoral study. His research began with the new age of 
renormalizable quantum electrodynamics. then along with 
his colleagues, he helped to sharpen those hard-won tools 
for use in other areas of nuclear and particle physics, such 
as the strong-force interactions—tools that would eventually 
undergird the standard model of particle physics. along the 
way he saw the discipline enter the broader public sphere, 
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becoming involved with political questions, both as a clas-
sified inside consultant with Jason, and as a concerned 
outside critic with the federation of american scientists and 
the Union of concerned scientists. He served as a research 
scientist and as a scientist-administrator, helping to direct 
the vast institutions of scientific research that sprang up in 
the wake of world war ii. His scientific and administrative 
legacies continue to thrive.

notes

1. interview of francis e. low by david Kaiser, april 11, 2001, 
cambridge, mass.
2. francis low, “autobiography, ca. 196�,” deposited in the History 
of Physics manuscript Biography collection of the niels Bohr library, 
american institute of Physics, college Park, md. on rabi’s career, 
see rigden (1987).
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